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Regent head cites alcohol foes
By Glenn Waggoner
Managing Editor
John D. Millett, chancellor of the Ohio
Board of Regents, said yesterday he
"wouldn't be surprised" if legislation
was introduced into the Ohio legislature
in January aimed at curbing the use of
alcohol on state university campuses.
He said he is sure legislators are
getting their share of mail from taxpayers ar>gry with relaxed rules concerning alcohol on a number of campuses, including Bowling Green.
Bowling Green has not been singled
out as a special target for public ire,
according to Millett.
"The University of Akron had its rules

Claims legislators getting their mail
liberalized somewhat Just three weeks
ago," he said. "But in cases of rule
changes, I hear more complaints about
this general trend than specific changes
at individual institutions."
Millett said he doesn't agree with
critics of more liberal regulation of
campus alcohol.
"We have to accept that administrators can't police every student's
room for illegal alcohol, and more permissive rules are more realistic with
what goes on anyway," Millett said.

Dormitory room parties may halt,
however, if the legislature decides to use
its available bu. as yet unused power to
apply general curbs to the use of alcohol
on state campuses.
Millett also cited student power and
the problems of financing state
university dormitories as contributing to
relaxed rules.
He said that universities, under
pressure from students and concerned
about keeping dormitories filled to pay
off construction bonds, have moved

toward the view that a student's room is
his home away from home with all legal
rights thereof.
' This may or may not be a good policy
position, and it may or may not be a
policy we can live with, but I understand
how the universities have been forced
Into this position," Millett said.
University Trustee Ashel Bryan,
Bowling Green, questioned the concept
that a dormitory room should be considered a home in terms of applying state
laws.

He said that common use of restrooms
and other facilities by residents indicate
there is justification for general dormitory regulations apart from state
laws.
When Bowling Green's trustees voted
to slacken the alcohol restrictions on
campus at its Oct. 2 meeting, it did so in a
surprise move at the request of president
Hollis A. Moore.
The issue was not on the agenda, and
according to Bryan, "if you were at the
meeting, you heard all the arguments."

Financing dormitories was not among
them. The majority of the trustees voted
to remove alcohol restrictions.claiming
confidence in the student bod: as their
basic reason.
James Hof. director of alumni and
university relations, said public comment on the University's change of
alcohol rules has not been particularly
extreme or negative.
"1 had more complaints on Jane
Fonda's visit than I had on the liquor
issue," he said.
Hof added that the lack of trouble with
alcohol on campus since university
regulations were changed to permit its
use has contributed to lessen criticism by
keeping the issue out of public view.

Airports lacking
landing systems
WASHINGTON (API - More than 8
million airline passengers land annually
at U.S. airports unequipped with instrument landing systems (ILS) which
would warn a pilot if he were approaching a runway off course.
The lack of sophisticated equipment
at some 300 of the nation's 584 airports
serving scheduled airlines confronts one
out of every nine flights.
The guidance aids are especially
valuable in bad weather.
One of the airports without a complete
system is near Huntington, W. Va.,
where a DC9 Jet was unwarned it was
approaching the rain-obscured runway
too low. It crashed last weekend killing
all 75 persons aboard a Marshall
University football charter flight.
Rep. Jack Brooks, D-Tex., chairman
of a subcommittee which has been investigating air traffic, told the House
that the lack of the devices places "the
nation's air traffic control system ... on
a collision course with disaster."
Federal Aviation Administration
IFAA) statistics show that while
passenger traffic has doubled since 1964,
the number of instrument landing
systems in that period has gone up only

20 per cent.
FAA administrator John Shaffer told
a congressional committee this year that
every airport with jet traffic should have
an U.S.
Vet 16 of the 17 busiest airports which
lack ILS are servicing jetliners.
A complete ILS system has two parts:
A localizer which warns the pilot if he
is off course to the left or right, and a
glide-slope, which warns if the plane's
approach is too high or too low.
Huntington's Tri-State airport is one
of seven which has the localizer, but not
glide-slope and thus lacks the complete
system.
The FAA wants to install 43 IIS
systems next fiscal year.
The agency declines to say before
it gets the money which airports are on
the list of 43.
The AP study of IIS turned up such
situations as these:
-Giant 747 jets will begin landing at
Phoenix Dec. 1, joining nearly 100 other
flights a day, but no ILS will be in
operation for nearly a year.
-Forty Jetliners a day land at Tucson,
where surrounding mountains rise up to
9,400 feet.

■Today

Indian Week
Today's Indian Week activities include:
12:30 p.m. Indian seminar. Dr. Alvar Carlson, assistant professor of
geography, will speak. 226 Overman Hall.
12:30 p.m. White Roots of Peace film festival featuring films made by
Indian filmmakers in the Dogwood Suite, Union.
6:30 p.m. Indian seminar. Dr. Edmund Danziger, professor of history,
will discuss Indian history. Bromfield Hall.
8p.m. Indian seminar. Dr. Edmund Danziger. Commons Dining Hall.
8 p.m. Indian seminar. Richard H. Thompson, part-time lecturer in
sociology, will speak. McDonald North.
8 p.m. Student production of Arthur Klopit's play "Indians," a satire
on the American treatment of Indians. Student Services Forum.
9:30p.m. Indian seminar. Richard H.Thompson. Ashley Hall.

An FAA control tower supervisor said
pilots landing there at night complain
"it's like flying into a black hole."
-At Fort Lauderdale, Fla.. an ILS
system is installed, waiting to serve half
a million passengers a year.
But the fronds of two palm trees intrude into the required clear space for
the system, so the ILS can't be used untiliinil unless-the airport wins a court fight
with the owner of the trees.
-Full ILS was not installed on the
Pacific Ocean approach at I.o.s Angeles
International Airport until this year-after
a Scandinavian airlines jet approached
too low and hit the ocean, killing 15.
-Dozens of universities such as
Marshall are served by airports without
ILS. The list includes Indiana, Cornell,
Yale, Iowa, Missouri, West Virginia,
Oklahoma State and Oregon State.
-Some ILS systems show up at airports little used by commercial flightssuch as Zhyannis, Mass., a frequent
landing spot for the Kennedy family.

\

N.wipho'o by Jim F,.dl„

THE UPS and downs of registration are
apparent as students study course
listings and schedules at the board in the
Grand Ballroom of the Union. The board

No attempt to tie in Calley

Witness retells Viet massacre
FT. BENNING, Ga. (AP) - A former
combat photographer testified yesterday
at the court-martial of Lt. William L.
Calley Jr. that ne witnessed the
execution of a large group of Vietnamese
at My Lai, including a woman with a
baby in her arms.
He also took gruesome color pictures
of other slain men, women, and children.
However, the prosecution made no
attempt to connect the testimony to
Calley, on trial on charges of
premeditated murder of 102 Vietnamese
civilians at My Lai March 16, 1988.
And on cross-examination, civilian
defense attorney George Latimer asked:

"You never saw Lt. Calley?"
"I never saw Lt. Calley," agreed the
witness, Ronald Haeberle, 28, a Los
Angeles free-lance photographer and exGI.
Haeberle's testimony was put before
Calley's court-martial jury of six officers
to support the government's claim that
multiple executions of Vietnamese took
place at the hands of American soldiers
at My Lai.
Calley, 27, faces the maximum
penalty of death if convicted on the
premeditated murder charge. He led a
platoon from Charlie Company in a
sweep on My Lai,

Council secretary resigns
By Damon Beck
Staff Reporter
Lyn Jellison, student body secretary
has become the sixth member of the
University's student government to

Lyn JtlNson

resign this quarter.
William Achbach, former Student
Council public relations director, and
four Student Council members resigned
earlier in the quarter for what they called
"the ineffectiveness of Student Council."
Miss Jellison, whose resignation
becomes effective at the end of the
quarter, has served as Council secretary
for the past two years.
In an interview yesterday she charged
student government with being "an interest group" differing from others only
because Student Council is supposed to
be the recognized student voice.
"Student government is dying," she
said, "I feel I can do a better job outside
the system."
"It is obvious there will be a change in
student government here," she said.
She said she felt the personal benefits
are the major reason people run for
student body offices but her own benefits
are now "outweighed by being chained to
a typewriter."
Psychological ego has a lot to do with
students running for student body offices

has been a busy spot this week as
University students fought the quarterly
battle of registration.

and it looks good on personal records,
she said.
"Council can't be effective because no
one is willing to work after being elected,
the administration has little respect for
it, and the students have no faith in
student government," she said.
She added, however, that Council
officials could not be blamed because
"they have never seen the results of their
work."
"We (Student Council) have been
talking about the very same things all the
while I have been here," Miss Jellison
said.
She cited problems with leadership,
lack of organization, the inability of
Council to concentrate on the right
problems and a lack of communication
with students as major stumbling blocks
to an effective Student Government.
"We have blamed the lack of communications on student apathy here,"
she said, "but Student Council has never
taken the time to find out what students
want."
"Students don't know what student

government does," Miss Jellison said.
"All they know is what they read in the
paper."
She said students are the "moving
force behind student government" but
Student Council is not fulfilling the
function of being relevant to the student
body.
"You can't take a poll on student
opinion through the mail or on the
phone," she said. "You have to go out
and talk to people and almost none on
Student Council is willing to do the
work."
"Student government has the most
potential for power of any student
organization on campus," she said, "but
potential and having the power are two
different things."
"It is a shame when you have the
faculties and the finances that Student
Government has and you can't put them
to good use," Miss Jellison said.
She said after two years in student
government she didn't know what
exactly could be done to change it, but "I
don't want to take anymore time bumping into brick walls."

Haeberle was assigned to the company as combat photographer.
Haeberle's color photographs of
Vietnamese bodies were subsequently
published by Life magazine.
On cross-examination, Latimer
brought out that Haeberle sold his color
pictures for some (35,000 after keeping
their existence secret for more than a
year until the disclosure by the Army
that the My Lai incident was under
belated investigation.
"I didn't want to get involved,"
Haeberle testified about his secrecy.
"The Army could have come to me."
On direct examination, Haeberle
testified that he was landed by helicopter
with Charlie Company and made his way
into the village until he came upon a
group of Vietnamese. His testimony
continued:
"It seemed like quite a large group of
people, I'd estimate between 50 and 75. I
noticed these people squatting in the
Vietnamese positions.
"I noticed about five soldiers. I saw

three or four people walking, I thought
nothing of it. Then I heard firing and I
could see some of the people trying to get
up and run. They just fell down again."
Q. Could you describe these people by
sex?
A. I distinctly remember one was a
woman. She had a small baby in her
arms.
Q Can you say if any of these people
had
arms
or
weapons?
A. I didn't see any arms.
Q. You looked?
A. Yes, I looked.
Q. Where was the firing coming
from?
A. The automatic fire was coming
from one of the soldiers.
Q. What were those people doing?
A. One woman was trying to make ittrying to run-with the baby in her arms.
Q. How long did the firing last?
A. I don't know.
Q. Did you see any people left standing when the firing was over?
A. No. I didn't.

Justice Department
still probing Kent
WASHINGTON (AP) - The Justice
Department, still probing various
aspects of the shootings at Kent State
University May 4, will decide within 30
days whether a federal grand jury will be
called to make a deeper investigation of
the tragedy.
A high department official said
Tuesday some apparent conflicts have
yet to be resolved between the information received by an Ohio state
grand jury and the Federal Bureau of
Investigation.
He indicated that at least some of the
questions to be answered involve a film
which the grand Jury saw, but which only
recently have been shown to federal

authorities.
The film depicted at least part of the
day's activities when four students were
shot and nine were injured on the
university campus.
"Appartently some great weight was
placed on the film by the state grand
jury," the official said. There is a major
conflict between the grand jury's f inding-that National Guardsmen acted in sefldefense when they fired at students-and
a report the Justice Department has
prepared for internal information about
the case.
The Justice report says guardsmen
may have fabricated their claims that
their lives were in danger.
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'Cheer Up! We're Over Halfway There'

news
Lerrers

safe air travel
At least one solid suggestion has come in the wake of
Saturday's tragic plane crash that carried 75 Marshall
grldders, coaches, and boosters to their death.
A Georgia congressman has urged fellow legislators In
Washington to provide funds for the installation of altitude
warning systems in airports that do not have such devices.
Known as a "glide slope system," the device directs an
electronic beam at approaching planes, which activates a
cockpit warning light if the pilot drifts too high or low in his
landing pattern.
Tri-State Airport, site of the latest catastrophe, has no
such equipment, and offers an added hazard to incoming
aircraft...a hundred-foot high ridge directly in the landing
pattern.
An Eastern Airline pilot likened landing at Huntington's airfield to touching down on an aircraft carrier:
"One mistake and you're dead. It's got to be perfect by
man and machine in every landing."
Tri-State Airport is not alone in Its less-than-ideal
landing conditions for aircraft. It is a common problem
for a great many of the smaller fields around the countrymany of which don't have funds for sophisticated saftey
equipment.
The congressman who urged federal aid estimated that
nearly 300 would require assistance.
Thecost.no doubt, would be rather high. But with the
increasing number of persons flying the nation's airways
today, the money would be well-spent.
The 75 lives lost Saturday cannot be brought back. But
prompt action by Congress could prevent a replay of the
tragedy.

one way disaster
The Bowling Green traffic commission has finally
decided to do something about the traffic and parking
problems on Second through Eighth Streets.
Their
solution? A series of one-way streets.
The streets-or more correctly, trails-in this area of the
community are known for their lack of width and excess of
potholes. A number of apartment complexes are situated
along the byways, and they naturally accumulate a large
amount of student traffic.
The one-way street plan-which will be enacted on a 90day trial basis -will alleviate one problem. Driverswill no
longer have to steer their vehicles up on somebody's lawn
when meeting another car. But the city fathers are only
putting off the Inevitible.
The streets in that area of the city are a disgrace. With
the exception of South College (which recently received a
re-surfacing), and some portions of Manville, the
thoroughfares are more suited to horse-drawn vehicles
than horse-powered ones.
Many receive large doses of traffic daily from the
students who call that area "home." A number of new
housing complexes are shooting up in the district, and this
will undoubtedly draw even more traffic.
Unless something is done now to improve the conditions
of the roadways in both surface and width, the streets may
be ruined beyond repair.
We realize that the citizens of the community are
reluctant to finance something of this kind, in which the
prime beneficiary would be University students. But, in
the words of a noted power company, "We live here too."
The News hopes that the day doesn't come when
citizens will find that the railroad tracks offer a smoother
ride than the streets.

justice department
- a decision
The Department of Justice has indicated that an
announcement will be forthcoming within 30 days as to
whether or not a federal grand jury will be seated to make
a deeper probe into the Kent State tragedy.
It is a shame that such an investigation is necessary.
After all, we have already gone through the FBI study,
the Scranton Commission report, a probe by the State
Legislature, and the Portage County Grand Jury hearings.
One woi d think that all questions would have been
answer*"* by this time. But the latest investigation -- the
one lav. n ched by the Portage County Grand jury - raised
more queslions than it answered.
The citizens of Kent and the surrounding area apparently disregarded all the information collected through
the earlier studies in handing down their indictments.
It is true that a federal jury cannot exonerate those
issued state indictments by the Portage County citizenry.
They can only bring charges against persons guilty of
violating federal statures.
Hopefully, however, a federal grand jury-which would
be selected from the entire federal district in which Kent Is
located-can look at the events with a little more objectivity than the citizens of Portage County we apparently able to muster.
Those who made up the state grand jury saw only the
burning, the broken windows, the invasion of guard troops,
and an onslaught of unwanted publicity.
Relations between the students and townspeople at
Kent have never been very good. And to them, all these
events were triggered by students.lt seemingly mattered
little that four innocent students were slain.
If, indeed,a federal grand jury Is called, we hope that it
weighs and considers all the evidence...keeping their
personal biases out of the probe.

front page ethics
I'm Mr. Dumb-Dumb and I work for the Radio Station CKI.W, and I'm
certainly glad that you didn't bother to change your front page showing our
immensely important radio station in order to report on the tragedy of the plane
crash in which Marshall's football team died.
Just because 75 people died, it's certainly not worth printing on the front
page, is it? Just think of how hurt Jim Marino, Damon Beck and Gordy Gair
would be if their story wasn't printed on the first page.
Don't think about the friends and relatives of the people that died, after all,
its only the second crash in less than a month which involved a football team, so
there must not be anything too seriously wrong with our present aviation laws.
Let's wait until Bowling Green's team dies before we print it on the first page
and really get concerned. And just think of how much trouble it would be to
change the front page in order to report on those people dying. Let's wait until
the black students think that it should be changed. The effort wouldn't be worth
the trouble of informing people and getting them interested in passing laws to
prevent such tragedies. After all, that's the purpose of a good newspaper.
Let me commend you on printing a picture of our radio station on the front
page and pushing the tragic plane crash involving Marshall's football team to
the back page.
Disgustingly yours,
Debbie Partridge
517 Harmon Hall

comments on the bond
opinion

advantages of smoking
By Dave Sleet
Guest Columnist
(Third In a series)

manner in which to handle frustration,
tension, anxiety, fatigue, boredom, and
nervousness.
Teaching children to
smoke is useful in this regard and at the
same time improves the child's attractiveness, poise, self-confidence, and
social acceptance.
Even though imitation is one of a
child's earliest learning methods, it is not
simply enough to serve as an example by
smoking in front of him. You must teach
him the variety of important social
graces which should be observed when
smoking (e.g. holding cigarettes, offering cigarettes to otheis, lighting
cigarettes, borrowing cigarettes, etc.).
He should be taught alternative ways of
inhaling and exhaling cigarette smoke
and of using cigarette gestures as a
means of more attentive expression and
communication. These are some of the
important social graces which add depth
and meaning to what is otherwise a fairly
simple pleasure.
It is about time mature, rational,
concerned, and educated adults begin
emphasizing the positive aspects of
cigarette smoking and enthusiastically
launch a campaign against some factions
of society (medicine, dentistry,
education, health) who are using scare
techniques and propaganda to
discourage children from undertaking
this obviously beneficial and useful habit.
It is a matter of public disgust that some
of the most respectable professions
would publicize the harmful effects of
smoking. Such public statements have
already reached and affected the
smoking habits of many adults as well as
children thereby denying them the advantages of smoking. Yet such agencies
claim to be working in the "public interest". Let's stop this hypocrisy.
Let's cut-out this antismoking
propaganda perpetrated in the name of
health and education. Let's get rid of the
health warning on cigarette packs. Let's
muzzle those public health "do-gooders".
Let's make smoking legal and proper for
children.
What's good for mature
parents should be good for youngsters
too!
DONT LET ANYONE TELL
THEM NOT TO SMOKE!

Those students who packed the University Hall auditorium Monday evening
undoubtedly like what they heard. The 120-piece BG Falcon Marching Band
surrounded their audience in a sea of brass, percussion, and a lot of "flash"
flavored with spirit.
The band tuned in and turned on their listeners to a misture of varied rhythems,
different styles, and made-to-order arrangements. Their performance nearly
brought down the house, as the plaster flaked off the walls and the chairs shook on
the floor.
Often, the idea of a football band is brushed off as a part of the old "rah-rah"
concept of "college life." For anyone who likes music for what it is, played in its
own style, the band concert has its own way of communicating.
Try it some time. You can't possibly mope in your doldrums if you're in the
mood for some "alive" sounds.
Donna Kirk
328 Ashley

open your minds!

Since the burgeoning controversy
Ever since I joined UAO, I pushed pretty hard so that we would bring in new
over smoking and health has reached
talent. After two years of trying, I think I'll give up. Tom Rush was an
nauseating proportion, the time has
unknown on the campus. Rush was, however, well known in the folk-rock field.
come to expose some of the obvious, yet
UAO lowered ticket prices so that students would have the opportunity to see
often shrouded facts about the beneficial
Rush at a minimum cost.
aspects of cigarette smoking.
It seems the BG students are interested only in the top forty. Due to the
If you are a smoker you undoubtedly
reaction to Rush, it seems the cool thing to do on campus is to pay high prices
realize the important role that smoking
for a bin H roup j us t to say you saw-them in person.
(especially cigarette smoking) plays In
No one wants to give new talent visiting campus a chance. I think this is a
the social, emotional, physical,
tremendous waste.
romantic, political, economic, and sexual
Remember every group had to start somewhere. BG students, open your
lives of all of us.
As a means for acquiring social ac"""dsThoroughly disgusted,
ceptance, cigarette smoking is unStephen Hoffman
matched.
For relieving frustration,
North Grove Apts Apt C-10
boredom, discontent, and tension,
cigarette smoking is of extraordinary
value.
For nervousness, headache,
hunger, chill, low blood pressure, slow
heart beat, low blood sugar, and fatigue,
smoking cigarettes is of measurable
An Independent Student Voice
assistance.
Since its very introduction, cigarette
smoking has withstood the test of time as
an unwavering symbol of adventure,
editor
james b. smith
pleasure, maturity, glamour, success,
managing editor
glenn d. waggonei
romance, independence, courage,
news editor
richard c. bergeman
sophistication, and self-confidence.
editoiial editor
barbara j. iacola
The highly successful commercial
issue editor
harold a. brown
promotion of cigarette smoking on radio
sports editor
dennis d. wfc.ie
and television, and in newspapers and
photo editor
brian I. steftens
magazines, has been a powerful source of
contributing editor
james p. marino
psycho-sexual identification for children.
copy editor
richard c price
Modern advertising has made it possible
for every small boy to identify with and
business manager
richard a. reiter
aspire to become the cowboy from
advertising manager
philip a. stickney
Marlboro country, a yachtsman with a
Kent, or a lover with a Salem. What
Editorial and Business Offices 106 University Hall
more dynamic and inspiring masculine
Phone 37? 2710 or 372 2819
heroes could we hope they might
emulate? And now with the introduction
of "slim" cigarettes designed for women,
The BC Ne-* k| publ-tK.d Monday ft thn Fridayi during the regulor
school year, and one* a wood during the
""ir sessions, under authorit is more possible for little girls to gain
ily
o< the Publications Commit*** of Bowling Croon Sio'e University.
the respect, admiration, independence,
Opinions e*pressed m editorial cartoons or other columns in the News
and identification of true womanhood
do not necessarily reflect the opinions of (he University Administration
they have so long deserved.
faculty or staff or the State of Ohio. Opinions expressed by columnists do
Consideration of these important
not necessarily reflect the opinions of th* BC News. Editorials in the BC
benefits of cigarette smoking has obNews reflect the opinions ol the moionty of members of the BC News Editorial Board.
viously been overlooked by those "experts" who advise against smoking.
With all the talk about the "harmful"
effects of smoking many children are
already tobacco neurotic;; torn between 'OH. COME NOW! WERE MIDDLE-CLASS, AFFLUENT. WITH EIGHT KIDS-OF COURSE WE CAN
AFFORD FOOD!
needs satisfied through cigarettes and
the ballyhooed health hazards.
Just as parents have an obligation to
teach their children safety, courtesy,
discipline, and morals, they also have an
obligation to teach them the adult

let's hear from you
The BG News welcomes all letters to
the editor and opinion columns. Letters
may comment on any other letter,
column or editorial. We ask, however,
that guest columns not be written in
direct response to any other published
editorial item.
Letters should be a maximum of 300
words, typewritten. We ask that columns
be no more than four typed pages triplespaced.
The News maintains the right to edit
all submissions that exceed these limits,
with respect to the laws of libel and
proper taste.
Letters and columns should include
the author's address and phone number,
and may be mailed to the Editor, co BG
News, 108 University Hall.
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Goal of BIA--educate Indians
ByJeHUvHon
Staff Reporter
Richard Zephier, an Indian
working for the Bureau of
Indian Affairs (BIA) in South
Dakota, said yesterday one of
the Bureau's primary 8°als is
educating Indian children.
Speaking in conjuntion
with "Indian Week" at the
University Zephier cited a
lack of qualified teachers as
being the biggest problem
facing the American Indians.
Teachers come to educate our
people but they often forget
what they came to do he said.
First year teachers receive
about $8,200 plus a house
which rents for $36 a month,
he stated.
Zephier attacked what he
called misuse of funds by

schools.
"Schools receive money
from the government and
spend it on such things as band
uniforms and buses," he
remarked. These funds are
needed for textbooks, he said.
Zephier noted there was a
problem In regards to
education in the BIA itself.
"Many of our people are from
the old school.
We must
replace these people with new
individuals who are interested
in educational innovation," he
said.
He also was critical of
schools which don't encourage
parents to come and meet with
teachers. "It must be a twoway street," said Zephier. We
want to have Indian people on
school boards to help determine polices and school

Students arrested
on drug charges
Nawaphoto by Go.dv Goir

STUDENTS FROM the School fo Music and the Women's HPE
department "do their thing" on the inner campus yesterday noon.
The informal "Interdisciplinary Moving Minstrels" performed
yesterday to bring about an awareness of their group and to involve
other students in their activities.

Memorial scholarship grant
commemorates faculty tragedy
The Bowling Green State Bowling Green.
The fund is also in memory
University Foundation Inc.
has established a scholarship of Mrs. Scott's father Clifford
fund in memory of a E. Tandy, who died with Mrs.
University faculty member's Scott and her two children
family killed in an accident when their camper was
demolished by fire during a
this summer.
To be called the Eternal vacation trip this summer.
Included in the scholarship
Flame Scholarship, the award
honors the memory of Bar- criteria are provisions that the
bara I,ee Scott, JorKlomo- recipient be a full-time
Scott and James Clifford student at Bowling Green with
Cottril Scott, the wife and a minimum grade point
children of John S. Scott, average of 2.7.
Other
qualities
the
playwright-in-residence and
instructor in speech at selection committee will look

COUPON DAYS

for include dedication to
service, intellectual ability,
energetic promise and independent spiritual beauty.

City police filed drug
charges
against
two
University students Tuesday.
Ijwrence Gaster, 19, and
Terry R. Edgein, 23, both of
355 Winthrop South were
arrested after laboratory
reports were received from
the Ohio Bureau of Criminal
Identification
and
Investigation on articles seized
during an Oct. 17 raid on the
students' apartment.
Gaster was charges with
possession of marijuana and
Edgein was accused of amphetamine possession.

UAO Presents

Two other occupants of the
Winthrop South apartment.
John S. Wagner,21, and Ray
Price, 20, both had been
charged with possession of
marijuana, sentenced to 90
days in jail and fined $200.

curriculum, he remarked.
Zephier praised President
Nixon for the «ork he's done
in Indian affairs.
'He (Nixonl is the first one
who is trying to implement the
programs we need," he said.
Originally, the United
States government thought by
putting us on reservations we
would soon die off. he stated.

their own affairs and be a selfsustaining people," he said.
He hopes the Bureau of
Indian Affairs can one day
dissolve itself.
He urged anybody intersted in educating Indians
come to the reservation to be,
what he called, "a slave for a
summer" and help supervise
activities.

Suds fn' students mix
successfully in Union
By Paul Lehman
In the five weeks that the
beer has been flowing in the
Union's Cardinal Room,
Farrar M. Cobb, director of
the University Union indicates
that student responses and
attitudes have been favorable.
He said yesterday the
venture was financially more
successful than expected, with
little apparent trouble from
the students.
According to Cobb. not one
person has been ejected from
the room to date for disorderly
conduct or excessive intoxication. In reaction to the
commendable behavior of the
students, he said, the hours of

CONGRATULATIONS
TO FOOTBALLER
Bill Pittman
Fa/con Back Of The Year
—Sig Ep Pledges

"The Heart Is
A Lonely Hunter

This didn't happen and when
we grew the government
realized something must be
done, added Zephier.
He said there's also a
problem with Indians who
resent other Indians who come
back educated to the reservation.
"The ultiinate goal of the
BIA is to have Indian control

liquor sales were increased.
"We had started the sale of
beer at 4 p.m.. but when there
was so little trouble. 1 went to
the administration to pull it
down to 12 p.m. Dr. Moore
agreed, so now one can gat ;i
sandwich and a beer for lunch.
I think it is very successful."
said Cobb.
Several objections have
been raised on the use of
plastic cups instead of glass
mugs in the Cardinal Kooin.

but Cobb defended the
disposables, pointing out the
lack of space for dishwashing
facilities.
The room was designed to
capitalize on all available
footage
Even
the
arrangement of the chairs and
tables were calculated to give
maximum seating capacity,
he added.
Future improvements to
the Cardinal Room continue to
be formulated.

C.I.
SPECIAL NIGHT
Thurs. 2 for 1
HAPPY HOURS
Fri. and Sat. 2-6
NOW PLAYING
Thor.-Sat.

"PRIMARY COLORS"
Open Sun. ►Jight

Bond - No Cover

11

Nov. 20-21 6,8:30.11
Main Auditorium $1.00

THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 19

50< OFF ANY SIZE

PIZZA

With This Coupon

Ye Olde Pizza Pub
"Across From The C I.

DRUG STORES
r\e4c/Ufitia*i ' SpexUaiati
SPECIALS GOOD THKU NOV 20
OPEN 9:30 • 9:30 Mon. - Sat.; 10-8 Son
Stadium Plaza, 1616 E. Wooster
Bowling Green, Phone' 352-7248

SEE OUR LARGE
SELECTION OF
CHRISTMAS GIFTS
Childrens' Books
Gift Books
Christmas Cards
Christmas Gift ' rappings
Novelty Items
Colognes
Gift Stationery
Cesk Supplies
Book Plotes
Buxton Pallets
Buxton Key Cases

HURRY TO GRAY'S
BIG SALE OF SALES
POPS FOR KIDS

69'

Jewelry
Stuffed Animals
Cosmetics
BGSU Blankets
Recording and Tapes
Sweatshirts and Jockets
Boxed Candy
Ash Trays
Steins
"laying Cards
Scarves and Mittens

POTATO CHIPS
I3 0Z. PKG.
SAVE lOt
I u xxi'

Pf|p
III

itQnii.i.

BACON

I LB.

VACUUM-PAK
SAVE 20c

69c

fEAWRt FLAVOR!

AND MORE!!!
Bring Your
Christmas Shopping List
Back To Campus
HAPPY THANKSGIVING
From
Student Services Building

STERLING PUMPKIN ICE CREAM, 591
sale items effective
19

thru

Nov. 21

WE RESERVE THE RIGHT
TO LIMIT QUANTITIES.

A,
famous Jor

Jre*h,nessf

Poge 4 Th
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Enemy booby trap kills 5
SAIGON (AP) - An enemy
booby trap killed five
Americans yesterday, more
casualties than 6,000 South
Vietnamese troops have
suffered in two days of
operations in Cambodia.
The crude explosive device
ripped through a unit of the
196th Brigade as it moved out
after breakfast through
rolling foothills 42 miles
southeast of Da Nang.
American officers have
become so alarmed over a
recent rash of booby trap and
mine deaths in the region
north and south of Da Nang
that they are offering cash
rewards to peasants who tip
them off to locations of the
deadly devices.
Of 53 Americans reported
killed in combat in the past 11
days, 30 have been the victims
of booby traps anil mines. One
U.S. official estimates that
such devices are causing 60
per cent of the U.S. deaths in
action.
Meanwhile, more than
6,000 South Vietnamese troops

pushed deeper into the
mountainous jungles of
northeastern Cambodia on
two fronts, smashing North
Vietnamese base camps and
staging areas, and seizing
food supplies and communications equipment including field radios and
telephone switchboards.
Contact was reported
generally light, with 56 North
Vietnamese killed and 24
captured since the two forces
crossed the border on Monday. The government said its
total casualties were two
killed and three wounded.
South
Vietnamese
headquarters
said
the
primary aim of the two drives
was to search out enemy base
areas that could support attacks in Vietnam's central
highlands.
The
U.S.
Command
reported that American observation helicopters spotted
North Vietnamese troops
around a complex of bunkers
half a mile inside Vietnam
near the Cambodian border

north of the South Vietnamese
sweep
The Vietnamese fued on
the helicopter, which called in
Ainern Ml fichter bombers.
After three .' ours of air
strikes, the bodies of 18 North
Vietnamese were counted and

Penh on the east bank of the
Mekong
River.
The
headquarters said 60 North
Vietnamese were killed in the
four day operation, 41 were
captured and 61 suspects were
detained.

32 bunkers were destroyed,
the U.S. Commnd said. There
were no American casualties.
South Vietnamese
headquarters
announced
termination of another ground
operation in Cambodia about
20 miles southeast of Phnom

TO
DO
TODaY

t

tourney and the tourney
season as a whole. Plans will
be made for next quarter.

THKSOC1KTYKOR
(KKATIVK ANACHRONISM.
INC
Will hold a meeting and
sword practice in the Alumni
Room of the Union from 7-9
p.m.
Review of the BG

ONEACTPI.AYS
There will be three one act
plays in Joe E. Brown theater
at 8 p.m. Admission will be

Block Student Union
Meeting

;> Hull

115 Education Building
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Recital Hall of the School of
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Now accepting artwork,
poetry, and prose. Send all
submissions
to
201-A
University Hall.
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Alpa Epsilon Pi
Invites All
Interested Men
To A

Rush Smoker
Thursday Night
November 19
From

MIDDLE Ci^SS YOUTH
YIPPIE

"A FILM OF SOCIAL AND
CINEMATIC IMPORTANCE!
Peter Boyle as Joe performs with as much harsh
power as the young Brando ever did, and he is
funnier than Brando could ever hope to be.
'JOE' MUST SURELY RANK IN IMPACT WITH
'BONNIE AND CLYDE1!" -...coo«
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Veslenlay'ii cry ptograiu. Huge hulreul prlev

INKSTONE MAGAZINE
Spring Issue sale will be
from 10-4 p.m. in the first
floor lobbey of University
Hall.

\ \ \i:

meeting in 206 Hayes at 7 p.m.
Interested persons who cannot
attend should call 354-2792

VETERANS AGAINST
THE WAR

VETERANSCLUB
Will meet in the Redwood

it.i I \ I

gr$P CI^HT THi" war' FOUK^..- ^bt
~*~Hf WoniC" a»Ha«?TS»T MAN r
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Room at 7 p.m. All veterans
welcome.

320 Student Services from 1-4
p.m.

PERSONAL GROWTH
THROUGH MOVEMENT

BLACK STUDENT
UNION MEETING

Will meet in the Joy Room.

WIZARD OF ID

Char Broiled Steaks and
Chops
Full Course Family
Dinner
12 VARIETIES
PANCAKES & WAFFLES
Open Tues. thru Sat.
7:30 - 8
Sundays 7:30 - 7:00

II IS I i.

makes leaving locks hanging m impiTiilive.

Will hold an organizational

- FEATURING -

nil n

Will sponsor a benefit for
the Kent-25 defense fund at
8.9&10 p.m. in 105 Hanna.
Admission-t.50

7:30-9 00

i>

I \ I I is I .1 \ I.,

Will be held in 115
Education Building at 7 p.m.
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H.urs |4« per line per day. :
IIDTK minimum. avera|(e of i
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IVadllnei: i p.m. I«o da>>
before date of pubUralloa
IV BG Newt mmei tae
rtihl to edit or reject aa>
elasilflrd
advertliemeat
placed.
Printed errorii which ID the
Newi' iipii!m:i drier from the
value of the adtrrUiemrot
will be rectified free of rharge
If reported la penon within 41
hoars of publication date.

412 EAST WOOSTER
CLOSED MONDAYS
M

AN EVENT WORTHY OF
SPECIAL NOTE! Amazing
Joe' pulls no punches...hits a double
bulls-eye. It's never been served up on
this hot!"- Archo Winslen. N Y

Post

MDKS
Thanksgiving nde needed to
Akron on Tuesday Will payCall Jim I7MI0O

Coeds-Junior* and Seniors
Part-time employment, 12
hours a week. %A0 salar> plus
commissions, on campus
reprrsentationcs
See Mr
IVhri rm 106 holiday Inn
Thurs the 19th. 1 k 3 pm. Be
r^naCtaal
Will do lypinii Phone 3iJ-93«b
Parl T1MK Help Wanted (al
after 5. li.l.|»\<
PKIISIISM.S
AMERICAN
AIRLINES
Sersice Center
2-1447. 6-J
p.m. Sun -Thurs. FliKhl Info
ViHith Kare Cards
Crank letter writers-join the
News staff and tell us off in
person
Babyfare Solomon-Ralph
says Only an Aquarian can
Appreciate Another Aquarian
lieep Purple LOTC, Your IJttle
laurel
PKRSOMAU

Rid* available for 2 lo Pittsburgh. Leaving Tues. must
share ejpensc 352-OSM
Need ride Finals Week
Chicago or points West.
Donna 354-3025

"'JOE'IS A TRIUMPH!
The cast is nothing short of perfect.
The story is a rip-snorter.
'Joe'is a 'this-minute' film: a movie
truly of our times and demanding
to be seen this minute."
■ -Judith Crist. Naw York Magazine

Ride needed to Rochester New
York this week or neil Steve
352-OMO

with any PIZZA order
from

DOMINO'S
352-5221
/

Ride needed Thanksgiving
Ptlila -South Jeney Area Will
Pay, Pat 352-7242
RIDERS NEEDED lo Mentor
for T-Day Ixave Wed AM
354-4*32
I.OST

B

FOUND

LOST: Engraved lighter at
Bachelors 111 tea Friday.
REWARD
Contact Lucy
Dawson 372-5433
BUSINESS
PORTUNITIES

O P

SANTA CLAUS 1 brotherjThaiu tor the lovely glfl. but It
wasn't quite what 1 had in
mind Hope to hear from you
again soon. Jan.
For s little- Teeny Tau like me
a "SUPER" Big hke you is
just perfect" Goo. you're the
greatest' Love Little Debbie
Pete-Congratulations
on
Eiecutive Vice Pres. Delia
Tau Delia Love. Debbie, you
personal pest.
Don. some little Tarn will do
anything for their Bigs, even
clean closets Ixrvt to a great
Big: Little Diane
Barb: I never saw you read a
book so fast Did you learn
anything? J.p.
Mookie I am alive and living
en Mi SI. a little Wave from
Jill

Steve, Happincvs is havinK an
nlmosl-dclor (or m> BiKeven thoutth he nuMn Ian
.old
l.ove Ijllle Kalh\

Veterans Against th.- WAR
campu.. Olrndv'
|or ,,, Ulb „( „tmaMXMal

Carol. You are Ihe
Alpha Chi Hm Kver'
Jams

Vndeoded' I'pUithl" Confused"
Resolution.
Coun*
selinil Center 320 Student
SvtTtra

HK..ST
I.Kile

CrrstTnt Actives. Gtt ps> ehrd
tor a lilUe surpme (oniKhl
Thunday, S 00 al the house
!.ove Ihe Moon Shiners
Pike Pledges. Thanks lor Ihe
(antasUc party' The C.amma
Phi Pledges
Phi Tau Pledges
Were
psyched after a great clean-up
and our wild serenade.
Gamma Phi Pledges
Golden Hearts
Looking
Forward lo Another Stomach
Pleasing Saturday Breakfast
It was Great Sig Ep Sam
Karen-Everybody
hinted
around but your clues gave it
away. I'm the happiest little
ever. L.L. and F. in you and
AX your little Popped Cork
Cheryl--IWa.
been going
BUGGY thinking my chance
lo have you aa my BG might
FLY by i. L. and F in you and
AX. Corky
Jacque-Having you tor my
big is the greatest
I'm
psyched for some great times
It's Great lo be in the family
Gamma Phi Love and nuneYour Til Sheree
Marc, if you want another trip
so the country in the weed
wagon. Just whistle
Brow
Congratulations Marty on
your engagement' Bruce is a
real Sweetie Pie." BUDS
Love, Carla, Chrta. Marcy,
Linda 4 Kathee
Psyched to have you as my
freaky big "LitUe Boso"
Flame on brother! Who said
that' Your G.H. utUe, Janet

WaM

ineelmc ,» nil MUIM

But Sue
I've been ps>ched
lor weeks hoping you'd be my
big Hope you're as high as I
am What van I say esrept
thanks (or that Q Phi B time
and love Go Cra»-P
Apha Cam Pledges Are you
high" get read) cause here
we come
luve from Those
Who
Know'
Perfect- "Met you in the
falling rain'' causing two
months of nappiness-Wierd
FOR

SALE

OR

RENT

2 fern, roommates needed to
sublet house
Call 352-05;<
One male roommate needed
for wmterw spring quarter
Winthrop South. 3524)913
FOR

SALE

OR

RENT

Female roommate, winter
and or spring 155 mo . J524B45
Needed Coolsuck roommate
lor winter quarter Tolerable
and not spaced 3724)723.
Male roommate needed wtr.
sp. qtrs Winthrop South Jim
3S24)2iKall nights
Subleasing an Apt Newlove
ill 2nd St. Winter. Spring and
Slimmer Call LYNN 352-5732
Rooms apring qtr I men 145
S Enterprise 3534211
Local Legion Hall lor rent at
City Park Call 2444175
Thurston Manor Apt aihlaaal
Dec.
1
call
3524*64

Need on cirl lo share an
apartnien!
Phone 352-9.1M
before it 00 p m
Sluiler.ts..( men..double
rooms .prinn quarter
1
single-.' quarters J534241
2 female roommates needed
winter and spring qir I'
Court. llMperqtr 152-j.nH
WANTED
Female Roommate Winter Quarter 352-0393
Room avail, lor 2 to take er
room in Ross Hotel Kitchen
pnv lino month 352-7366
L'RCKNT
Young couple
needs apt imm Pref turn.
Call Barb 352T366
1 male to share 2 man apt.
Call Jim 353-3175
Female needed to share apt.
winter and or spring qtr. Call
354-3522 after 4
Needed-One male to sublease
Apt. Call after 5pm 352-OaU
FOR

SALE

OR

RENT

Female needed in Beautiful
House
\M renl 354-4*32
EXOTIC EARRINGS tor the
Middle East from H lo 110
PHILIP MORTON CONTEMPORARY
JEWELRY,
1I2W Wooster
Cabinet model television 115
■Tla 5 352-0461
'65 Corvair, 4apd 1235. buckle
SKI boots a-M 130 372-1371
For Sale-Gibson EB-3 Baas
Guitar. 1 vr old. Call 354-4015
or 352-5124 after 5
For Sale: 4 Auto Wheel Rima
Sla*
M*tl4
HJ47M
For Sale: 63 Jag XKE. «7
Engine, Abarth exhause. tape
player, hits 140 mph easily
»2,2D0 372-2441 or S53-2J45

1
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Crisis needs workers
Sponsors of Bowling
Green's Crisis Phone Service
are facing a crisis of their own
aa
Thanksgiving
and
Christinas holidays approach.
They are issuing a plea for
community volunteers to keep
the service going while
students who normally take
calls are home on vacation.
The
phone
service,
established in late September
by a group of concerned

citizens in Bowling Green, is a
24-hour information dispenser
for those who have problems
and do not know where to turn.
Volunteers from the
University and the Bowling
Green community answer the
calls and refer those in trouble
to the proper agencies or to
professional people who have
volunteered their services.
Although the service is
designed for use by the

community as well as the
University, the creators of the
service expected most calls
would be from University
students.
But over a third of the
cases in the first five weeks of
operation were non-student
residents from Bowling Green
and Wood County.
Crisis Phone has answered
400 calls involving more than

Steelworkers list demands
for 1971 contract talks

\

Attociot.d Prtii Wtraphvfo

ROCK CLIMBERS Warren Harding
(top), and Dean Caldwell, standing above
climbing gear, near the top of El
Capitan's sheer face in Yosemite
National Park yesterday.

PITTSBURGH, IAP) - The
United Steelworkers unveiled
their 1971 contract demands
yesterday. President I. W.
Abel said. "We hope to avoid a
strike," but the union would
strike if necessary in support
of the demands which include
a "very substantial" pay hike.
"The attitude and frame of
mind of our wage policy
committee. . .indicate that
they would strike to gain the
equity they feel they have lost
these past three years," Abel
said.
He said some of the main
issues the steelworkers will
present in their bargaining
next year with the basic steel
industry
are:
--A wage increase, an
improvement in the pension
program, and improved in-

Task force to study
tax structure revision
COLUMBUS (API - Gov.Elect John J. Gilligan, in a
speech prepared for delivery
before the Ohio State Council
of Retail Merchants yesterday
afternoon, announced creation
of Citizens Task Force on Tax
Reform.
He said it would recommend ways of revising the
state's tax structure "in an
equitable and just fashion
based on the ability of each
individual t.. pay."
The task force, Gilligan
said, would be the first in a
series of such groups to help
form pi ograms in all the vital
areas in which state government is involved.

Bookstore
closed
The University
Bookstore will be closed
for inventory during the
week of Thanksgiving,
November 23 through
November 28, according
to bookstore officials.

"I intend to seek in the area
of taxes and in every other
area of concern, the broadest
possible base for a consensus," said Gilligan.
"I
intend, in short, to ask the
people of Ohio to help determine their own destiny.
"I believe that here in Ohio
we have enough people with
talent and brains and energy
and dedication to find the
answer to any problem facing
us. Our responsibility is to get
those people involved in the
system."
Gilligan said "too many
Americans feel their government is an alien force. They
feel their consent has not been
sought. And if, in fact, consent
is sought, it is sought only to
rubber stamp programs which
are presented to them without
giving them any opportunity
to offer their suggestions and
opinions."
He added it was the
responsibility of the governer
and all state officials to see
that "thousands of Ohioans
who have a significant con-

The Brothers of
Phi Kappa Psi
invite all interested men
to a rush open house
Tonight
7:00 - 9:00 P.M.
McDoaald Quad

Prtstits

A FOWL BALL
Sat - Nov. 21 8-12 p.m.
McDonald Activity Room
by cafeteria
MtiaK b, Hop. w.ll Rock

tribution to make to the way
we conduct our affairs are
given the means, access and
opportunity to make that
contribution."
The need for tax reform, he
said, is critical and his administration "faces the urgent
need to revise Ohio's antiquated and grossly unfair
revenue structure."
Gilligan said the task force
would have representatives of
every point of view, from
every part of the economic
spectrum.
He said an announcement
about chairmanship of the
task force is expected later in
the week.
David Leahy, Cleveland
group manager for Sears,
Roebuck & Co., and president
of the Ohio State Council of
Retail Merchants, has agreed
to serve as a task force
member, Gilligan said.

CitiA.Z.E.L
tve at 7:00 & 9:30
Sot & Sun Mat. Only
ot 4:30
Music by Henry Mancini
and Johnny Mercer
Julie Andrew a German
Spy in fc *1 is Assigned
to obtain Secret Information f.-om England's
dashing Squadron
Kock "udsoo
Things become involvec
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WHO CAUSES PREGNANCY?
It takes two to tango. Men mutt share the responsibility for preventing unwanted pregnancy. After all. it's your future (and the
future of someone close to you) that's at stake. We've made it
easy for you to do your pan. Now you can get condoms—nationally
known and imported European brands—by mail from a new nonprofit family planning agency. No questions asked. So get with it.
Write now for full details without obligation. (We also have books
on birth control.)
rOPl'LATION SERVICES. IMC.
101 N. Columbia si . Dr pi O-t J . chapel Hill. N C 273H
PIMM bend m» full details without ob llfatlon:

Genilrmen
Mam*

Cltjr

.

Slatt
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He said the union would
surance.
-Improved vacations in- press diligently for a cost of
cluding a two-week vacation living clause.
Asked whether he thought
shutdown each summer,
guaranteed salary and income the package inflationary, Abel
security', reduction in the work said: "The steelworkers did
week from five to (our days. not cause inflation-we have
-Industry resitrictions in been the victims of it. Inoutside contracting of work. flation has really come about
Abel declined to elaborate in the last 20 months.
"All we want to do is to
on the "substantial wage
increase," saying that it participate in the economic
would vary from industry to progress of the last three
years."
industry.

250 separate cases. Nearly
half of the cases were
problems relating to sex,
including problem
pregnancies, birth control
information, verieral disease
Information and boy-girl
relationship difficulties.
According to a Crisis
Phone spokesman, the moat
difficult problems for the
service are those related to
drugs.
"We are working hard to
tram out volunteers to be
better informed and more
helpful, both to those seeking
information and to those
needing help," he said. "We
are being aided by a team of
ex-drug users who are on call
24 hours a day."
Other calls receive by
Crisis Phone include suicide
threats, requests for draft
information, family problems,
rumor control and other
personal cirses.
Anyone interested in being
trained to answer the
telephones
during
the
vacation periods is asked to
call the Crisis Phone number,
352-PI.US.

A.tociot.d Pr.lg Wir«pkotn

JAMES CLARK, 16, of Foster, R.I.,
displays his scouting badges which make
him eligible lor Eagle Scout rank. His
application for that rank had been earlier
refused because it had lacked "confirmation of duty to God."
A scout
executive confirmed Monday that Clark's
ideals were consistant with the Boy Scout
oath.
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COLLEGE STUDENTS
PART TIME WORK
AVAILABLE

Xl's Congratulate

Shelley Loft

We Pay S50 Bi-weekly to those who

Sigma Chi Pledge Class
Sweetheart

meet our Requirements to Arrange
an Appointment lor your Confidentia
Interview

Coll Mr. Atkinson from

10 AM to 3 PM

352-0224

Special Forces:

You May Be The Person We Want

The Party Was
Out Of Sight!
We're High For Dec. 5
Keren

Ellen, aid Marlene

Draught
House
Nov. 20
First Anniversary
Special

50c Admission
* Featuring

"Julia'
34515 Door Street Toledo

Thanksgiving

Draught
House
Open Wednesday
Nov. 25
Thursday Nov. 26

Vertical lines again tor the
long look. Put a zodiac
blouse with it. We have all
the months, along with
some darn fine students to
serve you. It's your kind of
place.

iUIjr Hmumiitg gVp*

$1.00 Admission
Fri. Nov.27
* Featuring

Sat. Nov. 28

OPftN 9-5:30
Moatvr Chorga

Zip

"The Seven Seas"
*
\

If you want to look slim,...
taller, go to verticals. That's
what Wright slacks did in
their popular wide wale corduroys. Flairs, naturally.
These have four patch
pockets.

532 E. W00STER
Bonk Ameticord

°H0NE 352.5165
Student Chorgat W«lcom«

?
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Precision and control
add up to gymnastics
By Joe Burr hir k
Sporti Writer
Precision, control, and
discipline are perhaps three of
the major items that one looks
for in any endeavor. Whether
it be a band marching, a ballet
dancer doing graceful moves
across a stage, or an athletic
team trying to defeat its opposition, all these three factors are involved.
Gymnastics is a sport in
which these three qualities,
precision, control, and
discipline are extremely
important.
The gymnast must be able
to exhibit precision in a swing
on the overhead rings, a
mount or dismount off the
parallel bars and so on. He
must exhibit extreme control
over himself so that he can do
all these moves properly and
accurately.
Finally and
perhaps the most important,
the gymnast must use a rigid
discipline over himself. He
must not be wary of a move or
Jump and must continuously
work at his movements on the
bars and equipment in order

to do them well.
Gymnastics enters its fifth
year as a club sport at
Bowling Green. This year is
somewhat of a special year for
gymnastics however, as this
will be the first time that BG
will be entered into any real
team competition.
Under the guidance of
coach John A. White, the
Falcon gymnastics squad will
compete in the brand new
Lake Erie Inter-collegiate
Gymnastics league.
The
members of this league
besides BG include Northern
Michigan, Eastern Michigan,
Western Michigan, Central

OU conducts
memorial for
Marshall team
ATHENS, Ohio (AP) - Ohio
University's football team,
which was to have been the
opponent here Saturday of
Marshall University's eleven,
will conduct memorial services for Marshall players in
Peden Stadium at 1:30 p.m.
Saturday.

Burger Chef Special
Thurs. thru Sunday
2 Cheeseburgs

45<

t^

Michigan, Kent State, Miami,
University of Cincinnati,
Wright State and Slippery
Rock (Pa).
Coach White is extremely
pleased with the new league
and with the opportunity to
compete
against other
schools.
"This league is comprised
of tremendously strong teams
such as Eastern and Central
Michigan, Slippery Rock and
Kent State, and also contains
teams similar to us which
haven't had that much
gymnastics
competition,
teams like Cincinnati and
Miami, "said White. "We will
have the opportunity to
compete with rival gymnastics squads which will be a
great experience for the
team."
Bowling Green has only
two persons on the team with
any previous gymnastics
competition experience. Rick
Meeker, a senior, is rated by
White as an outstanding
gymnast. The other person
with previous experience Is
freshman Jay Butler, l-ist
season, Butler was captain of
the Miamisburg High School
gymnastics squad which was
state champion.
The squad is primarily
comprised of underclassmen,
mostly freshmen. Some of the
key freshmen on the squad
include Doug Whittaker, Doug
Oltmanns, Scott Eldon, Dan
Arrklinen, and Grant White.
Although a club sport now,
coach White feels that
eventually gymnastics will
evolve into a regular NCAA
sport at Bowling Green.

sporrs

m
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LUNGING GOALIE Paul Galaski (1) blocks another
Western Ontario shot during the Falcons' season
opener at the Ice Arena last weekend. Bowling Green
spilt their two overtime contests against the
Mustangs, losing 3-2 and and triumphing
7-6.
Waterloo Lutheran University, the team that battled
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COLLEGE STUDENTS
PART TIME WORK
AVAILABLE
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We Pay S50 Bi-Weekly to those who
meet our Requirements to Arrange
an Appointment for your Confidential
Interview, Call Mr. Atkinson from
10 AM to 3 PM

352-0224
You May Be The Person We Want

434
E. Wooster

Regular Price

Footlong Hot Dogs
Milk Shakes
Sodas
Coolers
Sundaes
Banona Split-Fiestas-^afays
Half Gallons

Student Council Meeting

Take a Dot* Friday Nit*

7:00 PM

FARM AUCTION

AT MCDONALD WEST

7:00 P.M.

All Interested Students
Are Invited

Helene, RT#6 East

Hours
11:00-7:00

DAIRY QUEEN

CLOSING SALE

Bowling Green to a 2-2 overtime tie last season, will
supply the opposition this Friday and Saturday at
7:30 p.m. at the Ice Arena. The improving Falcon
icers will attempt to sweep the series in their quest to
better last year's 13-12-5 record.

(WHILE
INVENTORY
LASTS)

Housewares - Miscellaneous

Quality Printing

StlldeilfS —

WHILE YOU WAIT
for just pennies

ClMipUS
0rgfl||,xat,on$

Sale Price

40tf
40
35
35
30-40-50
55
1.10

25<
30
25
25
20-30-40
45
90

NEED FLYERS and POSTERS for
Student Council Elections ?
COME TO
111 S. MAIN ST.
BOWLING GREEN
352-5762

INVENTORY MUST GO
Closing Sunday - Nov.22nd
If Inventory Lasts

You cant beat it 11

Tom Halsey and David Witker Present

1st Annual Thanksgiving Festival
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Entertainment by
STRONGBOW
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